IRISH-GAELIC FINAL EXAM


1.  C’ainm atá ort? 										

2.  Explain why the prepositions ag, ar, and faoi reflect a uniquely Irish way of seeing and understanding the world.  Then use each one correctly in a separate sentence and explain the literal meaning of the sentence. 











4.  Write these four sentences in Irish, remembering that you need to focus on possessive pronouns and what they do to the following words:  

Where is y’all’s friend? 									
Máire is her mother.										
Seosamh was his brother. 									
My house is big.										

5.  Circle the subject in the following sentences:

	Tá an madra beag.
	Beidh an lá breá ann amárach.
	An bhfuil d’athair anseo?
	Bhí cat agam.
	Tá brón orainn.
Nach raibh cat agat?
	An mbeidh ceol ag bhur dteach anocht?
	Cá bhfuil mo chóta?
	Tá siad ag dul go hOlympia.
	An bhfuil tinn ort?

6.  What is the difference between An maith leat caife and Ar mhaith leat caife?  And what is the appropriate response to each, positive and negative?



7.  Translate the following sentences as usual, but first ask yourself what the subject is, and then ask yourself if that sentence or question needs a preposition (see below).

My house is not there.										
Can you speak Gaelic?									
She does not like tea.										
I am sorry.											
Where will you be tonight?									
Where was their friend?									
They can do music.										
They were with you yesterday.								
Pádraig is my friend.										
Would you like coffee or tea?									
Cá raibh tú ag dul?										
Tá capall agus madra agam.									
Níl sibh ag snámh anois.									
Tá a charr gorm.										
Nach raibh sé ár n-athair?	 								
Tá bhur bpáiste ciúin.										
Sin é mo mhála!										
Is maith le mo chat a madra.									
Bhí an fear sin ag caint leo.									
Bíonn ár múinteoir mall! 									

8.  You have finally arrived in Ireland after long travails and hassles and too much money, and someone finds out that you’re here to learn Irish in Gleanncholmcille.  What is your response to “Sure an’ you’re daft!  Now why in the name o’ God would ye be after doin’ that?”  







